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Abstract—The finite element method (FEM) is widely used
for accurate design and analysis of electric machines; how-
ever, it suffers from long execution time. In this paper, for
the first time hardware acceleration of two-dimensional FEM
for a single-sided linear induction motor on the field pro-
grammable gate array (FPGA) is proposed. The nonlinearity
of the iron core as well as the movement are taken into
consideration. A new sparse solver is proposed based on
left-looking Gilbert–Peierls algorithm for the system of lin-
ear equations of FEM that need to be solved in different
iterations and time steps. Implementation of the model is
performed in a massively paralleled and deeply pipelined
hardware architecture using VHDL coding with single pre-
cision floating-point number representation. The proposed
emulation was performed at various time steps resulting in
significant average speedup of 9.73 times in comparison
with JMAG-Designer as a commercial finite element soft-
ware, and the overall hardware latency of each time step for
the emulation was 49.2 ms in average with minimum achiev-
able FPGA clock of 5.59 ns.

Index Terms—Electric machine modeling, field pro-
grammable gate arrays (FPGAs), finite element analysis,
floating point, hardware emulation, linear induction motor
(LIM), parallel processing, pipelining, sparse linear solver.

I. INTRODUCTION

L INEAR induction machines (LIMs) are able to provide
levitation force in addition to the propulsion force of con-

ventional rotary machines. Due to the distinct feature, LIMs
are widely used in industry for contactless motion applications,
including magnetically levitated (MagLev) machines [1], [2]
and electromagnetic launch systems [3]. The single-sided LIM
consists of a short primary mover with three-phase windings
connected to the source, and the secondary part that includes
an aluminum sheet to conduct the induced eddy currents with a
back iron for the primary flux path.
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Designing an electric machine requires numerous cycles of
simulations for performance evaluation and testing before con-
struction. Various models of LIM include equivalent circuit
model [4], two axis d − q model for control purposes [5]–[7],
and finite element method (FEM) model for design purposes
[8]. FEM is well recognized as one of the most accurate models
for detailed magnetic field analysis of electric machines consid-
ering the nonlinearity of the iron core; however, it suffers from
high computational burden [9].

The most time consuming part of a nonlinear time-stepped
FEM problem is the solution of a large system of linear equa-
tions in every iteration and time step. The aim of sparse solvers
is to reduce the computation time as well as the memory us-
age [10]. Generally, sparse solver algorithms include storage of
the nonzero matrix elements using compressed memory storage
schemes, partial pivoting to avoid zeros on the main diagonal,
symbolic analysis to find the fill-ins to allocate memory and
performing LU decomposition, and finally using forward elim-
ination as well as back substitution in order to find the solution
[11]. This work is based on left-looking Gilbert–Peierls algo-
rithm for LU decomposition as a direct sparse solver for the
system of linear equations originally proposed in [12] and used
for speed up in [13]–[15].

Recently, field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) have
gained a lot of attention in control of power electronic converters
[16]–[20] and electric machines drive systems [21]–[31]. Par-
allel hardwired architecture, reconfigurability, and reliability of
FPGAs make them an attractive platform for hardware-based
acceleration of FEM computations.

Acceleration of system of linear equations is a topic of interest
in many science and engineering applications. There are ex-
tensive works on linear solvers and algorithms for acceleration
on FPGA, including LU decomposition for circuit simulation
utilizing matrix column dependency [32], matrix re-ordering in
bordered diagonal block scheme [33], preconditioned conjugate
gradient (CG) algorithm [34], [35], and the Jacobi iterative
method [36]. More specific study performed on matrix multipli-
cation in [37], proposed a new striping method for sparse matrix
vector multiplication as the main kernel of iterative CG method.

Up to now, no research has been reported on FPGA-based
acceleration of FEM simulation for induction machines. In
most previous studies, the linear solver acceleration on FPGA
is designed for applications with fixed position nonzero matrix
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Fig. 1. LIM. (a) Structure and boundary conditions. (b) Triangular ele-
ment. (c) One slot meshing during movement.

elements through the simulation time steps, where the symbolic
analysis was needed to be performed only once for the whole
simulation. However, in FEM of induction machines due to the
nonlinearity and movement the coefficient matrix changes in
each iteration and time step.

In this paper, the complete problem of two-dimensional
(2-D) FEM emulation of LIM on FPGA is addressed and a
new efficient sparse linear solver is proposed to speed up the
emulation. To do so, first the finite element model of an LIM
considering the movement and nonlinearity of the iron core is
presented, which results in the solution of a sparse system of lin-
ear equations. Second, a new sparse matrix solver based on the
left-looking Gilbert–Peierls algorithm for LU decomposition as
a direct method is proposed. Then, the hardware implementa-
tion of the model on Virtex-7 FPGA is explained using deeply
pipelined and massively paralleled scheme. Finally, the results
are verified with JMAG-Designer software and discussions are
provided.

II. FINITE ELEMENT HARDWARE ACCELERATION

A. Model Formulation and Numerical Solution

Maxwell’s equation of a transient 2-D eddy current problem
representing an LIM, discretized in time domain using Back-
ward Euler method can be derived as

∇ · 1
μ
∇A(t + Δt) − σ

A(t + Δt)
Δt

+ σ
A(t)
Δt

+ Js(t + Δt) = R (1)

where Δt is the time step, μ is the magnetic permeability, σ is
conductivity, and Js the is current density of the external current
source. A is the magnetic vector potential in z-direction within
the first-order triangular element shown in Fig. 1 and has been

defined as follows [38]:

A(x, y) =
3∑

i=1

1
2D

(pi + qix + riy)Ai (2)

where D is the element area, p1 = x2y3 − x3y2 , q1 = y2 −
y3 , r1 = x3 − x2 , and p2 , p3 , q2 , q3 , r2 , r3 can be calculated
by cyclic permutation of the indices. The coefficients of the
magnetic vector potential in (2) are called shape functions.

In (1), R is the residual value arising from the residual method
approximate solution of FEM for calculation of the magnetic
vector potential by satisfying the following equation:

∫

Ω
WRdΩ = 0 (3)

where Ω is the study domain and W is the weighting function,
which is considered equal to the shape function of (2) according
to Galerkin’s method. For numerical solution, the matrix form
of (1) using (3) needs to be obtained for the study domain nodes
as follows:

The first term of (1) corresponds to the space derivative of the
magnetic vector potential, which is nonlinear for the primary and
secondary iron cores and linear for other parts of the machine
as follows:

∫

Ω
W∇ · 1

μ
∇A(t + Δt)dΩ = − 1

4μD
·

⎛

⎜⎜⎝

q1q1 + r1r1 q1q2 + r1r2 q1q3 + r1r3

q2q1 + r2r1 q2q2 + r2r2 q2q3 + r2r3

q3q1 + r3r1 q3q2 + r3r2 q3q3 + r3r3

⎞

⎟⎟⎠

⎛

⎜⎝
A1(t + Δt)

A2(t + Δt)

A3(t + Δt)

⎞

⎟⎠.

(4)

The second and third terms of (1) represent the induced eddy
current, which is nonzero only in the aluminum sheet as follows:

∫

Ω
W

(
−σ

A(t + Δt)
Δt

)
dΩ = − σD

6Δt
·

⎛

⎝
1 0.5 0.5
0.5 1 0.5
0.5 0.5 1

⎞

⎠

⎛

⎝
A1(t + Δt)
A2(t + Δt)
A3(t + Δt)

⎞

⎠ (5)

∫

Ω
Wσ

A(t)
Δt

dΩ =
σD

6Δt

⎛

⎝
A1(t) + 0.5A2(t) + 0.5A3(t)
0.5A1(t) + A2(t) + 0.5A3(t)
0.5A1(t) + 0.5A2(t) + A3(t)

⎞

⎠.

(6)

The fourth term of (1) represents the external current source,
which is nonzero only in the primary windings as follows:

∫

Ω
WJs(t + Δt)dΩ =

Js(t + Δt)D
3

⎛

⎝
1
1
1

⎞

⎠. (7)

For each element in the study domain, these matrices should
be evaluated for the three nodes of the element. Based on the
moving band technique, the meshing of the air gap changes
in each time step to connect the moving band nodes of the
stationary part to the moving part. Equations (4) and (5) should
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be assembled to a global matrix known as the stiffness matrix
(Sg ). Furthermore, (6) and (7) are the source terms (bg ) and
should be considered as the right-hand side of the system of
nonlinear equations of FEM as follows:

SgAt+1 = bg (8)

where Sg ∈ RN ×N , A ∈ RN ×1 , bg ∈ RN ×1 and N is the num-
ber of nodes in the study domain.

Nonlinear solution of (8), due to dependency of Sg matrix on
A, can be obtained by Newton–Raphson method as follows:

At+1
i+1 = At+1

i − J−1
g (SgAt+1

i − bg ) (9)

where i is the iteration number. Jg is the global Jacobian matrix,
which is the derivative of the system equation (Pg = SgAt+1

i −
bg ) with respect to the unknown vector. The local Jacobian
matrix for each element (Jl) that should be assembled in the Jg

can be obtained from

Jl =

⎛

⎜⎜⎝

∂P1
∂A 1

∂P1
∂A 2

∂P1
∂A 3

∂P2
∂A 1

∂P2
∂A 2

∂P2
∂A 3

∂P3
∂A 1

∂P3
∂A 2

∂P3
∂A 3

⎞

⎟⎟⎠ (10)

where

Pi(k) =
3∑

l=1

ν

4D
(qlqk + rlrk )Al (11)

where ν is the magnetic reluctivity.
To find the Jacobian matrix terms, the derivative of (11) with

respect to magnetic vector potential can be found as follows:

∂

∂An
Pi(k) =

ν

4D
(qnqk + rnrk )

+
1

4D

∂ν

∂B2

∂B2

∂An

3∑

l=1

(qlqk + rlrk )Al. (12)

It can be shown that ν depends on B2 , which depends on An

as follows:

∂B2

∂An
=

1
2D2

[
3∑

l=1

(qlqn + rlrn )Al

]
. (13)

Thus, each term of the Jacobian matrix can be calculated as
follows:

J(n, k) = S(n, k) +
2

Dν2

∂ν

∂B2

×
[

3∑

l=1

S(n, l)Al

][
3∑

l=1

S(k, l)Al

]
. (14)

After calculation of study domain nodes magnetic vector po-
tential, the propulsion and levitation forces can be calculated
through air gap elements as follows:

Fpropulsion =
1
μ0

∑

l

BxBydl (15)

Flevitation =
1
μ0

∑

l

(B2
x − B2

y )dl. (16)

As in the paper the computational speed is targeted, one pole
pitch (out of 21) modeling of the LIM is adopted and the symme-
try of the study domain is reflected in antiperiodicity boundary
condition. So, the results with no end effect are considered ac-
curate enough based on the study performed in [39], and the
experimental measurements for results validation is reported in
this paper.

B. Linear Sparse Solver

Nonlinear time-stepped solution of FEM requires solving the
system of linear equations of (17) in each iteration and time step

JgX = (SgAt+1
i − bg ) (17)

where X is the solution for the second term in right-hand side
of (9).

During the solution procedure, the matrix element values and
nonzeros location change due to nonlinearity of the iron core and
the movement. This change implies solution of a new system of
linear equations in each iteration and time step, which makes the
linear solver critically important. Looking at the global Jacobian
matrix properties, it is highly sparse and diagonally dominant
since each node in the meshing is connected to only a few ad-
jacent nodes. Furthermore, the modification of Jacobian matrix
elements in rows and columns corresponding to the Dirichlet and
antiperiodic boundary nodes make the Jacobian matrix asym-
metric. Although the boundary nodes can be removed from the
system of equations; however, as the permutation of the stiffness
matrix rows and columns in FPGA RAMs is time consuming
due to the limitation of the number of RAMs input ports (only
two ports in dual port RAMs), the boundary nodes are kept in
the matrix.

In the proposed method, the full Jg matrix is stored, which
facilitates LU decomposition process, finding the fill-ins, con-
venient accumulation of the local matrices of each element into
the global matrix and also applying the boundary condition.
Furthermore, six small auxiliary matrices (three associated with
the upper and three with the lower triangular matrices) are as-
signed to address the nonzero matrix element indices required
for sparse solution as follows:

1) SNZL/SNZU addresses the first nonzero number in each
column of the lower/upper triangular (1 × N );

2) NNZL/NNZU addresses the number of nonzeros in each
column of the lower/upper triangular (1 × N );

3) NZRL/NZRU addresses the nonzeros row index of the
lower/upper triangular (1 × NNZ), where NNZ is the
number of nonzeros in the lower/upper triangular.

Similar to the conventional left-looking Gilbert–Peierls algo-
rithm, the jth column of L and U is computed using the already
calculated columns 1 to (j − 1)th, which is stored on the same
Jg matrix. The nonzero element indices of the columns 1 to
(j − 1)th have been already stored in the auxiliary matrices
during the previous steps and can be reached quickly, required
for sparse calculation of jth column of L and U . Fig. 2 shows
the proposed scheme for FEM linear sparse solver and the pseu-
docode of the proposed algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.
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Fig. 2. Proposed linear sparse solver scheme.

Algorithm 1: Proposed LU Decomposition Pseudocode.
1: for each column j do
2: for each nonzero upper triangular element do
3: for k=SNZL(i):SNZL(i)+NNZL(i)-1 do
4: Jg (NZRL(k),j)=Jg (NZRL(k),j)-
5: Jg (NZRL(k),i)×Jg (i,j);
6: end for
7: end for
8: for k=SNZL(j):SNZL(j)+NNZL(j)-1 do
9: Jg (NZRL(k),j)=Jg (NZRL(k),j)/Jg (j,j);

10: end for
11: end for

At the end, the L and U matrices are stored on the same
Jg as U + L − eye(size(Jb)) in accompanied with the sparsity
pattern for sparse forward elimination and back substitution.

The explained procedure is for the first iteration of the
Newton–Raphson, whereas for the next iterations within the
time step the six auxiliary matrices for nonzero elements pat-
tern remain unchanged. As a result, there is no need to read the
zero elements from the matrix.

C. Hardware Emulation

FPGA hardware design can benefit from two strategies that
compromise between the hardware resources and timing con-
straints. The first strategy is pipelining that uses an IP core for
several repetitive floating point operations with a consecutive
set of input data with a specified (mostly one) clock latency.
The second is parallelization that performs the floating point
operations in parallel to save time at the cost of utilizing more
hardware resources. Due to high computational effort of FEM,
the hardware design strategy is critical. In order to have an opti-
mal hardware design, depending on the properties of each part
the architecture is deeply pipelined to minimize the hardware

resources and massively parallelized to reach an acceptable time
step.

Finite element calculations mainly consist of loops that per-
form a repetitive floating point operation on a string of input data
(for each node/mesh), which can be unrolled through pipelining
for hardware efficiency. Furthermore, dual-port block RAMs
that facilitate read and write data simultaneously are one of the
main elements in the calculation path for the loops that makes
pipelining inevitable. On the other hand, inside of each loop
some level of parallelism can be designed, where independent
signals and RAMs are available. In addition, as some of the
loops are independent of each other, they can be paralleled to
reach less total latency.

The hardware architecture of system equation formation is
illustrated in Fig. 3 to effectively show the pipelined hardware
architecture design in horizontal and parallelism in vertical di-
rections. The 32-bit single precision floating point format (IEEE
Std 754) data representation is used to accurately model the sys-
tem. The latency of 20, 7, and 5 clocks is considered for divi-
sions, additions/subtractions, and multiplications, respectively.
Furthermore, one clock latency for reading data from the dual
port block RAMs is considered. Additional registers are added
in different data path in order to synchronize data for pipelining
requirement. As the same calculations should be performed for
each element or nodes, pipelining scheme is used through the
Cnt counter signal. Accumulation of each mesh Jacobian ma-
trix implies simultaneous read and write of 3 × 3 = 9 elements
from the Jacobian matrix and having the same calculations for
each mesh. Considering the limitation of dual port RAMs that
allows having access to only two elements at a time (one used for
read and one used for write in accumulation procedure), 9 clock
latency is required. Furthermore, the latency of 7 clocks should
be considered for writing the last element to ensure availability
of that node for the next mesh calculation. Then, pipelining of
the input data is performed each 16 clocks.

D. FPGA Implementation

The state diagram of the implemented hardware design using
VHDL programming is shown in Fig. 4. The initialization con-
tains loading the input data into the corresponding RAMs and
signals by entering the machine geometry, material properties
including the saturation curves, meshing data, machine speed,
simulation time step, supply current amplitude, and frequency.
The output of the hardware prototype would be magnetic vector
potentials, magnetic field distribution, propulsion, and levita-
tion forces. The computation process on FPGA begins with re-
meshing the study domain by updating the mesh data in parallel
with assigning the current source of each element of the primary
winding corresponding to the time step in State S0. At the end
of each state by enabling the done signal the process goes to the
next state. In State S1 using the saturation curve, the permeabil-
ity of the iron core depending on the magnetic vector potential
of the nodes is determined. Accordingly, the computation of the
Jacobian matrix as well as the source vector are implemented
in State S2. As shown in Fig. 1, the study domain is repeated
antiperiodically in x-direction and bounded in y-direction. By
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Fig. 3. Pipelined and paralleled hardware architecture of the system equation formation for the finite element emulator of LIM.

Fig. 4. FSM of the hardware prototype.

implementation of the antiperiodicity and Dirichlet boundary
conditions on the Jacobian and source matrices in State S3, the
system of linear equations is formed.

The sparse linear solver implemented in State S4 contains five
substates. For the first iteration, the StateS40 identifies the ma-
trix element properties. If the element is an upper triangular and
nonzero, the process goes to StateS41 (signal NE is enabled)
to update the column and then return to the StateS40 . As the
computation reaches the last element of the column, the process
goes to the StateS42 (signal NC is enabled) for column nor-
malization and, then, return to the StateS40 again to evaluate
the next column. The process continues until it reaches the last

TABLE I
SPECIFICATIONS OF THE STUDIED LIM

Length 3.33 m

Width 26.67 cm
Weight 1136 kg
Air gap 1 cm
Number of poles 21
Apparent power 0.762+j1.187 MVA
Power factor 0.54
Efficiency 78%
Aluminum sheet loss 87.1 kW
Copper loss 59.98 kW
Stray load loss 0.87 kW
Aluminum conductivity 3.25×107 S/m

column of the Jacobian matrix. Afterward, the LU decomposi-
tion is performed (signal LU is enabled) followed by the for-
ward elimination (StateS43) and back substitution (StateS44)
states, respectively. For the next iterations the process is similar;
however, the matrix element properties are already identified in
the first iteration and stored in the auxiliary matrices. Mean-
while, if the result of the Newton–Raphson is converged, the
process goes to the force calculation followed by the RAMs
reset for the next time step (signal NT enabled), otherwise the
process goes to StateS1 (signal NI enabled) to re-evaluate the
Jacobian and source matrices based on the permeability.

The VHDL program was compiled and synthesized in the
Xilinx ISE software and mapped into the targeted FPGA device
(Virtex 7 XC7VX485T).

III. RESULTS, VERIFICATION, AND DISCUSSION

The single-sided short primary LIM used in this study is an
industrial prototype for MagLev-based transportation system
for contactless operation in urban areas. The specification of
the LIM is presented in Table I. The FPGA-based 2-D FEM
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Fig. 5. Hardware prototype results comparison with JMAG-Designer. (a) Magnetic flux density vector. (b) Current density. (c) Magnetic flux density
distribution.

hardware prototype of the LIM has been evaluated based on
the machine speed of 26.82 m/s, supply frequency of 92 Hz
and primary mover phase current of 1541ARMS . A comparison
between the hardware prototype results and the JMAG-Designer
is provided in Fig. 5, where the magnetic flux density vector,
current density (the source and eddy currents) and the magnetic
flux density distribution are plotted for results verification.

The percentage of error between the hardware prototype and
JMAG-Designer for magnetic flux density of nodes all over the
study domain and the eddy current density in the aluminum
sheet are evaluated as follows:

‖ BHardware − BJMAG ‖
‖ BHardware ‖ × 100 = 1.97% (18)

‖ JHardware − JJMAG ‖
‖ JHardware ‖ × 100 = 2.64%. (19)

The results of the hardware prototype and the JMAG-
Designer are in a good agreement. The minor deviations of
Fig. 5 are due to the plotting tool of the hardware prototype
results and the following technical considerations.

1) The JMAG-Designer uses the incomplete Cholesky CG
as the linear solver, which is an iterative solver resulting in
an approximate solution. However, in the hardware pro-
totype, a new sparse linear solver is proposed appropriate
for FPGA hardware architecture based on Gilbert–Peierls
algorithm for LU decomposition, which is a direct solver
resulting in an exact solution.

2) JMAG-Designer uses 64-bit double precision floating
point number representation; however, in the hardware
prototype 32-bit single precision floating point number
representation is used for hardware efficiency while keep-
ing the accuracy in an acceptable range.

In this paper, the same meshing based on the commonly
used first-order triangular elements is utilized for both proposed
hardware prototype and JMAG-Designer with 547 nodes and
986 elements. It should be mentioned that as the problem size
increases, e.g., by 3-D modeling or full structure modeling, the
number of floating point operations increases accordingly. As
a result, the negligible truncation made by the 32-bit number
representation accumulates through the floating point computa-
tions, although for most practical cases this point will not affect
the results considerably. In the case of FEM analysis of an elec-
tric machine for the same case study, 3-D modeling as well as
full structure modeling and having finer mesh result in higher
accuracy that offset the round off error accumulation of the
32-bit number representation. Furthermore, for very large size
3-D models, the double precision 64-bit floating point number
representation can be used to avoid this deviation at the cost of
more hardware resource.

The nodal magnetic field in the highest magnetic field inten-
sity region that is shown by “Scope” in Fig. 5 is presented in
Fig. 6 for both hardware prototype and JMAG-Designer with
respect to time for full and half-load currents. It can be seen
that the results are in a good agreement. Further comparison is
made by the LIM propulsion and levitation forces with respect
to slip frequency with the machine speed of 26.82 m/s with full
and half-load currents for both FPGA-based hardware prototype
and JMAG-Designer as shown in Fig. 7. The primary mover full
load phase current of 1541ARMS is divided among four paral-
lel circuits and distributed throughout the machine. Based on
Fig. 7, the forces change with primary mover frequency, and
the maximum achievable propulsion and levitation forces are
30 and 70 kN, respectively. Noting that the torque of a rotary
induction machine is equivalent to the propulsion force in an
LIM, the torque versus slip and the propulsion force versus slip
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Fig. 6. Nodal magnetic flux density of the hardware prototype and JMAG-Designer in the highest field intensity region shown by scope in Fig. 5.

Fig. 7. LIM propulsion and levitation forces versus slip frequency.

frequency curves for a rotary induction motor and an LIM, re-
spectively, confirm each other. The slip frequency in a linear
induction motor can be expressed as

sfs = fs − 1
2h

vx (20)

where s is the slip, fs is the supply frequency, and h is the
pole pitch length. The slip frequency (sfs) becomes zero when
the supply frequency becomes fs = 1

2h vx , which is the syn-
chronous frequency corresponding to the machine speed. As
can be seen in Fig. 7, in this situation, the secondary aluminum
sheet and the primary winding magnetic fields are in the same
phase resulting in maximum levitation force in the negative di-
rection meaning a high attraction force between the primary
and secondary. In addition, there is negligible propulsion force
(50 N) arisen from the end effect, which does not exist in a
rotary induction machine. In [40], it is shown that the end ef-
fect force can be obtained as a function of goodness factor
(67.78 for the studied LIM), number of poles, and slip. Ideally

LIMs can be designed to have zero propulsion force at zero
slip using optimized goodness factor, which implies having no
end effect force at synchronous frequency. As the supply fre-
quency goes higher than the synchronous frequency determined
by the control system, the levitation force decreases while it
creates a positive propulsion that operates the machine in the
motoring mode until the levitation force reaches zero. Further
increase in the supply frequency leads to a positive levitation
force causing a repulsion between the primary and secondary,
where an LIM is not supposed to conventionally operate. In re-
verse, as the supply frequency goes lower than the synchronous
frequency with the same speed, the kinetic energy stored in the
machine can generate power as regenerative braking. A guide-
way test track is built to ensure safe testing the LIM in a wide
range of speeds. The test rig is equipped with load cells to mea-
sure the propulsion and levitation forces, and the measurements
are recorded in a data bucket. Alternatively, the propulsion force
can be found by measurement of the input power subtracted
by the losses and the linear speed using P = Fpropulsion × V .
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TABLE II
LATENCIES FOR EACH STATE OF THE FSM OF FIG. 4

State First iteration Second and third
iterations

S0) Movement modeling 512
S1) Nonlinearity modeling 434 434×2
S2) System equation 16 443 16 443×2
S3) Boundary condition 76 023 76 023×2
S4) Sparse linear solver 3 548 564 2 477 019×2
−S40 ) Element identification 1 071 545 0
−S41 ) Column calculation 2 352 627 2 352 627×2
−S42 ) Column normalization 58 328 58 328×2
−S43 ) Forward elimination 33 543 33 543×2
−S44 ) Backward substitution 32 521 32 521×2
S5) Force calculation 739
S6) RAMs reset 21 173
Total 8 803 726 Clks

Furthermore, in order to keep the LIM stable and have a fric-
tionless air gap fixed at 10 mm, an air gap sensor is used to
control the levitation force with the frequency of 10 kHz. In
Fig. 7, a set of experimental results are provided for the slip
frequency range between 6 and 14 Hz (or supply frequency
range between 94 and 102 Hz), where the machine is normally
operated and practical consideration such as tolerable mechani-
cal forces make the measurements feasible. The propulsion and
levitation forces at a specific slip (negative) in the regenerative
braking mode have the same amplitude of those at the same
slip (positive) in the motoring mode. It can be seen that the
experimental results are in a good agreement with both hard-
ware prototype and JMAG-Designer and the agreement of the
results for the specified slip frequency range shows the correct-
ness of the results for the entire frequency range. The small
differences arise from practical inaccuracies in measurement of
forces, neglecting the end effect and inherent approximations
associated with FEM modeling. As there is no considerable de-
viation between the hardware prototype and JMAG-Designer,
both simulations satisfy a close agreement with the experimental
results. Figs. 6 and 7 are shown under full and half-load currents
to validate the hardware prototype results. In addition, it can be
observed that the magnetic field changes proportionally with
the primary current, while the propulsion and levitation forces
change proportionally to square of the current.

In the hardware design, the number of clock latencies between
the input and output, as well as the FPGA clock frequency
affect the emulation time step. Table II shows the latencies
corresponding to each state in the finite-state machine (FSM)
of Fig. 4, as the Newton–Raphson method converges in three
iterations with a tolerance of 10−3 . Since the LIM structure
contains moving part, the meshing is different in each time
step which in turn changes the Jacobian matrix in the linear
system of equations of (17). As the nonlinearity of the iron
core is considered, the Jacobian matrix elements are changed,
while the position of the nonzero elements does not change
because the meshing is the same within the time step. Therefore,
the movement modeling state is performed at the beginning
of each time step while the force calculation and RAM reset

TABLE III
EXECUTION TIME LATENCIES OF THE JMAG-DESIGNER

AND HARDWARE PROTOTYPE

Time step JMAG-Designer Hardware prototype Speedup Error
(s) (s) (s) (%)

1e−3 480 49.2 9.75 1.97
5e−4 960 97.9 9.80 1.83
1e−4 4740 487.4 9.72 1.80
5e−5 9450 974.0 9.70 1.80
1e−5 47 320 4870.3 9.71 1.77

TABLE IV
HARDWARE RESOURCE UTILIZATION

Utilization

Resources Number Percentage

BRAM 12 742 kb 34%
Slice registers 24 294 4%
Slice LUTs 27 291 8%
Occupied slices 8741 11%
LUT-FF pairs 20 059 67%
Bonded IOBs 83 11%

states are performed after the Newton–Raphson loop results
have converged at the end of each time step. In rest of the states,
the clock latency of the second and third iterations are twice
of the clock latency of the first iteration, except the element
identification state in which the auxiliary matrices for the sparse
linear solver are determined only in the first iteration and used
in the second and third iterations. It can be seen that the need for
the solution of the system of linear equation in each time step
and each iteration is the main computational burden of finite
element calculation in moving structures with nonlinearity.

From the latency results of Table II, the maximum FPGA
clock frequency of 178.9 MHz (5.59 ns) is obtained after the
design mapping, and the overall latency of each time step com-
putation considering the number of clock latencies of the design
would be 49.2 ms. Execution times of 1 s emulation of the LIM
operation with the simulation time step range from 10 μs to
1 ms are shown in Table III with the hardware prototype on
FPGA and the JMAG-Designer on a PC with Intel Core i7-2600
CPU at 3.4 GHz. Consequently, the proposed hardware proto-
type proposes average 9.73 times speedup in comparison with
the same mesh size and the same inputs of JMAG-Designer with
per phase current of 1541ARMS , frequency range of 53–123 Hz
and machine speed of 26.82 m/s.

The hardware prototype platform is Xilinx Virtex 7
XC7VX485T FPGA with available 37080 kb of BRAM,
607 200 slice registers, 303 600 slice LUTs, 75 900 slices, and
700 bonded IOBs. The hardware resource utilization in terms
of the number of logic resources and the occupied percentage
is summarized in Table IV. As a result of the proposed deeply
pipelined architecture, it can be seen that the massive computa-
tion of the case study can be fitted into the targeted device with
a maximum resource utilization of 67%.
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Due to the limitation of BRAM resource for storage of the
global Jacobian matrix as well as the auxiliary matrices, our
implementation is targeted for medium sized FEM problems
with node numbers in the order of 1000. However, extension of
the proposed methodology to larger sized problems is achievable
through external RAMs or hardware efficient strategies includ-
ing partial reconfiguration or compressed storage of nonzeros.
It is worth noting that by utilizing pipelined hardware design
scheme, although increasing the number of nodes/elements af-
fects the execution time, the FPGA hardware resource utilization
except the BRAM is not considerably affected.

The speedup achieved with the proposed FEM hardware pro-
totype highlights the application of the proposed methodology
for electric machine design optimization process that requires
numerous cycle of testing. In order to facilitate an automatic
design optimization, the design variables coming out of a mul-
tidimensional search space are interfaced with FPGA I/O pins
to be updated in every iteration of the design procedure, while
the FEM-based hardware architecture of the FPGA is remained
unchanged.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed FPGA-based hardware prototyping of a
single-sided LIM in order to resolve the problem of long execu-
tion time of finite element analysis. Thanks to hardware archi-
tecture of FPGAs, the massive finite element computation was
accelerated through deeply pipelined and massively paralleled
scheme with 32-bit single precision number representation. A
new sparse matrix solver based on Gilbert–Peierls algorithm was
proposed combining the symbolic analysis and matrix fill-in cal-
culation, appropriate for time-stepped, nonlinear, and medium
sized matrices of any FEM problem on FPGA by utilization of
six auxiliary matrices that store the sparsity pattern. The results
of the hardware prototype were validated using JMAG-Designer
through magnetic field distribution, propulsion, and levitation
forces characteristics. It was shown that the hardware prototype
verified results can reach the average of 9.73 times speedup
in comparison with the well-known commercial finite element
software JMAG-Designer. Hardware-in-the-loop emulation of
induction machines based on real-time finite element computa-
tion on the FPGA was planned for future work.
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